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Abstract
We study the calculation of the largest pairwise intersections in a given set family.
We give combinatorial and algorithmic results both for the worst case and for set families
where the frequencies of elements follow a power law, as words in texts typically do. The
results can be used in faster preprocessing routines in a simple approach to multi-document
summarization.
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Introduction

This work deals with a natural type of problem: Given a family of n sets called input sets,
and a number k, compute the k largest pairwise intersections ofthe input sets. For brevity
we call them 2-intersections. In particular, in the case k = n2 we want to enumerate all
2-intersections. We will have to state both the assumptions on the set family and the output
formats more precisely, see the technical results later on.
The problem has applications in information retrieval, data mining and data compression
(see [17] for some pointers), and is also known under the name top-k set similarity (self-)joins
for the overlap similarity measure. (Here we do not consider similarity measures other than
overlap, that is, the intersection size.) The fast heuristic algorithms proposed in [17] and similar
work rely on the very different element frequencies in real data sets (where the frequency of
an element is the number of input sets containing it). The first main idea is to process the
elements by increasing frequencies f , using the trivial fact that an element appearing in f
input sets can appear in at most f2 top 2-intersections, thus the total number of candidate
pairs does not grow too much in the beginning. The second main idea called prefix filtering
(which is actually a branch-and-bound heuristic) is to bound the maximum possible size of
2-intersections in terms of the number of frequent elements not yet considered, which allows
to exclude candidate pairs that provably cannot be among the top k any more.
One question is how many different pairs need to be examined in this way until the k largest
2-intersections are filtered out. Also note that we may only lately detect 2-intersections that
solely contain frequent elements, if we only consider the rare elements first. Therefore it is an
obvious idea to complement the above incremental heuristic with a separate treatment of the
frequent elements. A few elements that appear together in most of the input sets are likely to
form already some large 2-intersections which can be precomputed and later combined with
the candidate pairs from the low-frequency elements, rather than only working with upper
bounds based on the number of frequent elements in the single input sets. It fact, it seem to
be the frequent elements that mainly determine the final 2-intersection sizes.
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This also connects to the so called signature-based heuristics as discussed in [2], however for
other similarity measures. The idea is that similar sets must have some common “signatures”
on partitions of the input (here we cannot go into any details) and can be detected by that. A
combination of these approaches is the “segment bounding algorithm” proposed in [3]. There
the set of elements is divided into segments according to frequencies, and then the largest
2-intersections within certain segments are computed by subset hashing, and finally combined
following some simple priority rules. The authors report that their algorithm actually runs
faster than the algorithm from [17] especially on large data sets.
To conclude, there is empirical evidence that fairly simple heuristics for computing the
largest 2-intersections scale very well and are far below the naive quadratic time bound, see
also [8, 17] and related work cited there. But to our best knowledge no thorough mathematical
analysis has been done that would really explain the good running times by, for instance,
giving worst-case guarantees under certain structural assumptions valid on real data. Such
results would not only provide a better understanding of the heuristics in retrospect. More
importantly, they could also suggest algorithms for subproblems that further refine and speed
up the practical methods. The present paper aims at some steps in this direction. In particular,
the findings in [3] give rise to the algorithmic and combinatorial problems studied here.
Our practical motivation comes from automatic multi-document summarization. An extractive summary of a large collection of sentences, e.g., from news, comments or product
reviews, is a small subset of sentences that reflects the most relevant content. Various summarization methods are based on scores, sentence similarity measures, and partly also graphtheoretic concepts, see, for instance, [4, 10, 15, 16, 18]. In our own approach1 we consider
sentences, after some preprocessing, as sets of words. Combinations of words appearing in
several sentences are important, because several authors wrote, usually independently, about
the same issues. Thus we compute the largest intersections of word sets and select some of the
involved sentences for a summary, by further simple selection criteria. The approach seems to
work reasonably well despite its conceptual simplicity. However, the present paper only deals
with related complexity questions rather than the quality of summaries. Specifically, a concern
for large text collections is that naive enumeration of all intersections needs quadratic time in
the number of sets, whereas we only need the largest ones. The number n of sentences can be
some hundreds but also many thousands, and processing times sum up to long waiting times
when many collections shall be summarized. Luckily, word frequencies in real texts essentially
follow power laws, see [12], and one can take advantage of this property.
In data mining and information retrieval applications, usually the intersection size is normalized by the set sizes, leading to various similarity measures (overlap coefficient, cosine, Dice,
Jaccard, and others). However, the absolute intersection size is suitable for our approach to
multi-document summarization. Especially in informal text pieces like customer reviews of
products it matters which issues have been brought up repeatedly, i.e., which subsets of words
appear in several sentences, regardless of what else has been said in these sentences and how
long they are. Not the whole sentences need to be similar, but they have to mention the same
issues, possibly among others. Nevertheless it could be interesting for further research to adapt
the complexity results to other similarity measures. Next, it can be meaningful to weight the
words according to, for instance, word type or general importance scores known in advance.
In the present paper we study the unweighted case only, however some considerations may be
extended more or less straightforwardly to weighted elements. The number k of pairs in the
output can be assumed to be small, since for a concise summary we only have use for very
few, most significant repeated word combinations, while the others are necessarily neglected.
Overview of results: Section 2 provides some definitions and basic facts. Section 3 deals
with the frequent elements. We consider subsets of a fixed set of small size r, such that even
times exponential in r are affordable. (In the realm of parameterized complexity, r would be
1
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our small parameter.) For computing the k largest 2-intersections of a family of n subsets
we derive several worst-case time bounds. It depends on the constellation of r, n, k which of
the algorithms is the fastest. We also propose Hasse diagrams as succinct enumerations of
the intersecting pairs of sets. Section 4 shows that, if the element frequencies follow a power
law, then the number of nonempty pairwise intersections of rare elements, as well as the total
number of different pairwise intersections, is o(n2 ). We save only a logarithmic factor in the
worst case, compared to a Θ(n2 ) result for general set families (Proposition 11). However, the
proof uses only the element frequencies and no higher-order structural properties that may
yield smaller numbers in real data. Section 5 adds a result in this direction. We consider
intersections of size at least 2 and get a time bound where n appears only linearly, multiplied
with input parameters that appear to be usually small in text data.
Related topics: A set family naturally corresponds to a bipartite graph whose vertices on
both sides represent sets and elements, respectively, and edges represent the element relation.
Then, a selection of sets along with the elements in their intersection form a biclique, i.e., complete bipartite subgraph. Thus our problem can be viewed as a pruned biclique enumeration
problem, where we only want the bicliques with two vertices on one side but many vertices
on the other side. Maximal biclique enumeration in general is well studied [1, 7, 9, 11]. In
[6] we have also given an algorithm for the maximal biclique enumeration that runs faster
than in the general case under power-law assumptions on the degree sequence. According to
an idea in [5] (see also [14]), pairs of similar sets in a set family can be efficiently identified
by locality-sensitive hashing. In particular, this applies to set similarity measures where the
intersection size is normalized by the size of the sets, in different ways. However, sets with just
large intersections are not necessarily “similar”, as their set differences can still be large. Enumerating intersections is also a subtask in the construction of concept lattices for objects with
attributes; we refer to recent work [13] and further references therein. Several output-sensitive
algorithms are known for that, however, here we construct only pairwise intersections, and we
study the complexity as a function of the number of elements (attributes).
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Preliminaries

Let R be a fixed ground set of r elements. We are given a family of n ≤ 2r sets V ⊆ R that
we call our input sets. A 2-intersection is simply an intersection of two input sets. For some
prescribed number k we want the k pairs of input sets forming the largest 2-intersections,
where ties are broken arbitrarily.
A j-set means a set with j elements. A j-subset is a set with j elements being a subset of
another set understood from context. We define
j  
X
r
B(r, j) :=
.
i
i=0

It might be interesting to notice that B(r, j) = O(2H(j/r) ) for j ≤ r/2 where H(x) =
−x log2 x − (1 − x) log2 (1 − x) is the binary entropy function.
In our algorithms we will, to certain sets V ⊆ R, assign records that store information. We
silently assume that a record of a set V is created whenever we want to write something in
that record, but it does not yet exist. The records can be stored and retrieved in a dictionary,
using the sets V as keys.
At first glance one might think that all 2-intersections are easy to enumerate in O(r2r )
time: For decreasing j = r, . . . , 1, 0 propagate from the records of j-sets V to those of the
j − 1-sets V \ {v} the information that V is subset of no input set, of exactly one input set
(and which), or of at least two input sets, and calculate this information for the j − 1-sets.
However this does not solve the problem. A moment of thinking reveals that in this way we
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only find maximal 2-intersections, i.e., those not being subsets of other 2-intersections. No
matter how many further input sets contain a set V , we still need to figure out whether two of
them intersect in exactly V . Thus the problem is more tricky. We will not achieve O(r2r ) time
but somewhat larger time bounds depending on various input parameters. In some settings
the following fact will be helpful. It is folklore, but for completeness we insert the short and
simple proof.
Proposition 1. For an r-set R, the number of pairs of sets A and B with A ⊆ B ⊆ R is
exactly 3r .
Proof. We can see this from the Binomial Theorem:
r  
r  
X
r j X r j r−j
2 =
2 1
= (2 + 1)r = 3r .
j
j
j=0

j=0

Less formally, the assertion also follows from a counting argument: every element of R can,
independently, belong to A or B \ A or R \ B.
The Hasse diagram of a partial order, in our case a set family equipped with the ⊂ relation,
is the uniquely determined directed graph representing the partial order relation by directed
edges, with transitive edges omitted.
The frequency of an element is the number of input sets it belongs to. We say that a set
family has a power law distribution with exponent α > 0 and factor τ > 0, if the following
holds true. In the sequence of elements sorted by non-increasing frequencies, the jth element
has a frequency at most τ n/j α . We remark that the exponent α for word frequencies in real
text data is usually close to 1.
A partitioning divides a set into disjoint nonempty subsets, and the intersection of two
partitionings consists of all nonempty intersections of the subsets from both.
The 2-section graph of a set family has the elements as its vertices, and two vertices are
adjacent if and only if the two elements appear together in some input set. Equivalently, every
input set gives rise to a clique, and the edge set of the 2-section graph is the union of all
edge sets of these cliques. Therefore 2-section graphs are also known as clique graphs, among
several other names.
Below we give an overview of the parameters our time bounds will depend on. Some have
been already mentioned before, and paramater c will be detailed later in Section 5.
• r: size of the ground set R
• `: maximum size of an input set (clearly ` ≤ r)
• k: number of largest 2-intersections we want to enumerate
• s: threshold for the size of 2-intersections in the output, that is, the kth largest 2intersection has s elements
• α, τ : exponent and factor of an element frequency distribution obeying a power law
• f : maximum number of input sets that share one element, also called frequency
• g: maximum number of input sets that share two elements (clearly g ≤ f )
• c: a certain greedy upper bound on the chromatic number of the 2-section graph (where
` ≤ c ≤ r due to the definition of 2-section graph)
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Enumerating the Largest Pairwise Intersections

A naive enumeration algorithm for the 2-intersections in a family of n input sets being subsets
of an r-set R takes all O(n2 ) pairs of input sets, computes their intersections in O(rn2 ) time
and sorts them by size, and it remains to pick the k largest results. Since n = O(2r ), the time
can be O(r4r ) in the worst case. However, the worst case for the naive algorithm, n = 2r ,
actually makes the problem trivial. This indicates that there should exist faster algorithms
for “dense” instances with n close to 2r . Now we could examine the largest potential result
sets until k pairs are met. The question is still how much time we need depending on r and k.
Theorem 2. The k pairs of input sets with the largest 2-intersections can be computed in
O(kr2r ) time.
Proof. First we write every input set V in its own record, that is, in the record of V . This
needs O(rn) time in total. Starting from j being the largest size of an input set, we proceed as
follows. We copy the contents of the record of each j-set U into the records of all (j − 1)-sets
U \ {u}, u ∈ U . After visiting all records of j-sets we proceed with j := j − 1. This way, copies
of the input sets V are propagated down and written in the records of all subsets U ⊂ V , in
the order of decreasing sizes. Next we detail the further steps carried out during this process.
Note that a record may store several input sets. We say that two input sets V and V 0
meet if they appear together in some record. Obviously, they meet for the first time in the
record of V ∩ V 0 . We maintain in a dictionary all pairs of input sets that have already met.
When the record of a set U is visited, we count the number f (U ) of input sets stored there.

)
We also form all f (U
pairs of them, check which pairs have already met before, and put the
2
new pairs in the dictionary. Obviously the dictionary always holds the largest 2-intersections.
Thus we stop as soon as k pairs are collected.
For the time analysis, first note that all write operations into records that
 store only one
f (U )
r
input set need together only O(r2 ) time. Once some record U has
≥ k, we have
2
found the k largest 2-intersections. (This is only a sufficient condition; we may have already
collected enough 2-intersections earlier.) Since ties are broken arbitrary, we compute just
enough 2-intersections to get a total of k, even if f (U√) is larger. Before that moment, or if
no such records are encountered, we have f (U ) = O( k) in each visited record U . Since at
most 2r records
can exist, and all considered sets have at most r elements, this yields the time
√
bound O( kr2r ) for all set propagations. But we end up with O(kr2r ) time, due to testing
in each record which pairs of input sets meet for the first time.
A minor remark is that some time could be saved as follows. For simplicity we wrote
complete input sets in our records. But since we write any input set V only in records of its
subsets U ⊆ V , it suffices to propagate only the differences V \ U . While the algorithm itself
is straightforward, it provokes some more substantial questions:
Problem 1. Can we compute the k pairs of input sets with the largest 2-intersections faster
than in O(kr2r ) time in the worst case?
The problem has two aspects, first of all: Can we improve on the exponential
factor 2r in
√
r
r
instances with n being not so close to 2 ? By trivial combinatorics, Ω(2 / r) subsets of R
have sizes around r/2. Now, even in an instance with k = 1 and with 2r/2 input sets of medium
size, intuitively it seems difficult to figure out the two input sets having the largest intersection
without examining all 2r pairs of input sets. Although this argument is not conclusive, we
conjecture a negative answer.
Furthermore, we may want
√ to improve on the factor k. It came from a worst-case scenario
where many records hold O( k) input sets, and
√ we repeatedly detect old pairs of input sets
that met before. Can we lower the factor to k as in the propagation part? An interesting
observation is that, for each j, the sizes (larger than j) of the already found 2-intersections
5

together with the numbers f (U ) of√the j-sets U are sufficient to calculate the number of 2intersections of size j, with only a k factor in the time bound. However, the number alone
does not tell us what these new 2-intersections are.
In the case that the top 2-intersections are large, the same algorithm has the following
refined time bound (the proof is analogous). This case is likely to appear if many subsets of
R are input sets.
Corollary 3. The k pairs of input sets with the largest 2-intersections can be computed in
O(krB(r, r − s)) time, where s is the size of the kth result.
A different algorithm is better suited for small s. This time we store the input sets in the
records of their subsets with increasing sizes.
Theorem 4. The k pairs of input sets with the largest 2-intersections can be computed in
O(krB(r, s + 1)) time, where s is the size of the kth result.
Proof. We store the input sets V in the records of their j-subsets U ⊂ V , for increasing j until
a stop criterion (see below) is satisfied. Let pj denote the number of different pairs of input
sets that meet in records of j-sets; note that p0 ≥ p1 ≥ . . . ≥ pr , since pairs that meet in a
record U also meet in all records of subsets of U . As soon as we detect that pj > k, we leave
j and go to j := j + 1. For every fixed j we proceed in the following order. We take the input
sets V one by one, and write V in the records
of all its j-subsets U ⊂ V , thereby updating all
√
f (U ). Again we always keep f (U ) = O( k) for all U , otherwise we know that pj > k.
Eventually we get to the smallest j where pj ≤ k. Now we compute the 2-intersections of
these pj pairs, which are clearly all 2-intersections of size at least j, hence the pj largest ones.
In addition we have to compute k − pj further 2-intersections of size j − 1; they exist since
pj−1 > k. Note that s ≥ j − 1. Thus we have
√ created at most B(r, s + 1) records of j-sets
with j ≤ s + 1, and every record stores O( k) input sets. Calculating the pj costs in total
O(krB(r, s + 1)) time, since O(kB(r, s + 1)) pairs of input sets, each of size O(r), are examined
in the worst case.
Again it actually suffices to store only the difference V \ U rather than V in the record of
U ⊂ V , as this provides the same information.
Of course, in general we know s only in hindsight (unless we expect typical intersection
sizes from the type of data), however we can just run both algorithms from Theorems 2 and 4
simultaneously and stop when the faster one is ready. Both time bounds can also be written
as O(kr2H(s/r) ), since the binary entropy function H is symmetric on the interval [0, 1].
Suppose that we only want to output the k largest distinct 2-intersections, that is, in the
sequence S of all 2-intersections sorted by non-decreasing sizes we would take only the distinct
ones and omit 2-intersections that equal earlies ones but come from different pairs of sets. We
can enumerate them within similar time bounds, with only an extra O(r) factor, due to the
following observation: Each 2-intersections U in S involves at most r+1 new input sets. This is
because any two new input sets V and V 0 must be disjoint outside U (that is, (V ∩V 0 )\U = ∅),
otherwise they would have appeared earlier in S. Thus, at most (r + 1)k input sets form the
k largest distinct 2-intersections.
The O(kr2r ) bound in Theorem 2 is better than the naive bounds O(n2 r) and O(r4r ), as
long as k < n2 /2r and k < 2r , respectively. Next we look at larger k and ask whether we can
enumerate all distinct 2-intersections faster than in O(r4r ) time in the worst case. As argued
in Section 2, a seemingly simple O(r2r ) time algorithm is incorrect. Instead we accomplish the
goal to be faster than O(r4r ) by reducing the problem to many instances of the recognition of
disjoint input sets.
Lemma 5. We can find two disjoint input sets, or recognize that no two disjoint input sets
exist, in O(r2r ) time.
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Proof. For any ordered pair of sets X, Y , we have X ∩ Y = ∅ if and only if X ⊆ R \ Y . We
write every input set, and also the complement of every input set, in its own record, in O(r2r )
time in total. We also mark whether a record stores an input set or a complement. Starting
with j := r we copy the contents of each record of a j-set U , that stores the complement
of an input set, into the records of all (j − 1)-sets U \ {u}, u ∈ U , and always decrement j
after visiting all j-sets. When two sets meet in a record, we keep only one of them, arbitrarily
selected. Clearly, there exists a disjoint pair if and only if some complement of an input set
gets into the record of an input set. The O(r2r ) time bound is obvious, too.
Theorem 6. All distinct 2-intersections can be enumerated in O(r3r ) time.
Proof. We write every input set V in the records of all sets U ⊆ V . The total number of
copies of input sets is bounded by 3r , due to Proposition 1. Any set U is a 2-intersection if
and only if two input sets V, V 0 ⊇ U exist with (V \ U ) ∩ (V 0 \ U ) = ∅. After ignoring the
elements of U themselves in the record of U , by Lemma 5 this condition can be checked in
O(j2j ) time, where j = r − |U |. Hence the same calculation as in Proposition 1 again yields
the time bound.
Coming back to the problem of computing the k largest 2-intersections for prescribed k,
we observe that Theorem 6 beats Theorem 2 for k > 1.5r , however, the method in Theorem
6 outputs only the 2-intersections themselves, but not all pairs of input sets that yield these
2-intersections (except one representative pair for each). This would not even be desirable. An
explicit list of all pairs would be too large since, trivially, it can have size O(4r ) again. This
motivates the computation of the Hasse diagram of all input sets and their 2-intersections.
Note that the Hasse diagram provides a succinct enumeration of pairs in the following sense:
U = V ∩ V 0 holds if and only if U is the highest common descendant of V and V 0 . Thus the
structure yields more information, but its computation is not more expensive; we will preserve
the time bound from Theorem 6.
Proposition 7. The Hasse diagram of input sets in R can be constructed in O(3r ) time.
Proof. For every input set V we do the following separately. We write a bit 1 in the records of
all subsets of V , in the order of decreasing size. Whenever a bit 1 enters the record of another
input set, we change the bit to 0 and continue propagating it to all subsets. It is straightforward
to see that U ⊂ V is connected to the fixed V by an edge in the Hasse diagram if and only
if U receives a 1 from some superset, but no 0. The total number of bits emanating from all
input sets V is at most 3r by Proposition 1.
Theorem 8. The Hasse diagram of a family of input sets in R and all their 2-intersections
can be constructed in O(r3r ) time.
Proof. Use Theorem 6 to get all 2-intersections, and then compute the Hasse diagram, by
applying Proposition 7 to the (original) input sets and their 2-intersections.
An obvious question is, again, whether the worst-case time bounds can be improved. First
we can prove that Lemma 5 is optimal.
Proposition 9. Any algorithm that finds two disjoint input sets needs Ω(2r ) time, with polynomial factors neglected.
Proof. Consider instances where r is even, and all input sets have exactly r/2 elements. Then,
for every input set there is only one possible other input set that might be disjoint to it.
Trivially, if at most half of the possible sets of size r/2 are input sets, we can identify such a pair
(or report that none exists), only by looping through all input sets. By simple combinatorics,
the number of sets of cardinality r/2 is still Ω(2r ) up to polynomial factors.
7

However, from Proposition 9 we cannot conclude optimality of the base 3 in Theorem 6.
While deciding whether any fixed set U is a 2-intersection of input sets V is equivalent to the
disjointness problem for the V \ U with V ⊇ U (see the proof of Theorem 6) for which we
know the optimal base, the problem instances for all sets U together are not “independent”,
and there might exist a different algorithm not using Lemma 5. Therefore we raise:
Problem 2. Can we enumerate all distinct 2-intersections faster than in O(r3r ) time in the
worst case?
At the end of this section we mention the same type of problem with the maximum input
set size ` as the parameter. We proceed as in Theorem 2. The only difference is in the number
of records as a function of `, where we incur a factor n. The resulting bound still beats the
trivial O(n2 `) when ` is logarithmic in n.
Theorem 10. Given n input sets of size at most ` (but with an arbitrarily large union), the
k pairs of input sets with the largest 2-intersections can be computed in O(nkr2` ) time.

4

Number of Pairwise Intersections Under a Power Law

In this section we show that set families where element frequencies follow a power
 law (recall
the motivation from text data in Section 1) exhibit considerably fewer than n2 different 2intersections. Before that, we observe that set families in general can have the maximum
possible number of 2-intersections, already on small ground sets of logarithmic size. This is
not at all surprising but worth mentioning, as it contrasts to the result for power laws.
Proposition
 11. For any r > 7.23 log2 n there exist families of n input sets of an r-set R
n
where all 2 possible 2-intersections are different.
Proof. This is a simple case of the Probabilistic Method. Create n sets by deciding for each
element of R whether it belongs to a set or not, independently and with probability 1/2.
Note that some of the n random sets may happen to be identical, but this will not affect
the argument. Consider any four sets A, B, C, D. The event A ∩ B = C ∩ D appears with
probability (5/8)r ; just count the possible cases for each element of R. Similarly, consider
any three sets A, B, C. The event A ∩ B = B ∩ C appears with probability (3/4)r . We have
less than n4 quadruples of sets. By the union bound, the probability that some of them has
equal 2-intersections is at most n4 (5/8)r . Similarly, the probability that some of the triples
of sets has equal 2-intersections is at most n3 (3/4)r . Hence, if n4 (5/8)r + n3 (3/4)r < 1 then
all 2-intersections are distinct with some positive probability, which implies the existence of
a set family as claimed. Moreover, the n random sets are distinct in this case. In particular,
it is sufficient that: n4 (5/8)r < 1/2 and n3 (3/4)r < 1/2. This is equivalent to 4 log2 n −
r log2 (8/5) < −1 and 3 log2 n − r log2 (4/3)r < −1. Numerical calculation shows that the
former inequality implies the latter one, and it also yields the factor at log2 n.
Theorem 12. For any fixed α > 1/2 and τ > 0 we have: Any set family where the frequencies
follow a power law distribution with exponent α and factor τ has O(n2 /(log n)2α−1 ) different
2-intersections, moreover, they can be enumerated in O(n2 /(log n)2α−1 ) time.
Proof. For some fixed integer r to be discussed later, we call the r elements with the highest
frequencies (ties are broken arbitrarily) the frequent elements, all others are called the rare
elements. Consider the set family induced by the set R of frequent elements, that is, by
ignoring the rare elements. Note that the resulting set family on R may contain sets multiple
times. A module is any such sub-family of input sets having exactly the same elements in R.
Clearly, at most 2r modules exist, and they produce at most 2r distinct 2-intersections within
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R. (A trivial side remark is that, if some V ⊆ R appears several times, then V is also the
2-intersection of any two copies of itself.)
Next we restrict the the input sets to the rare elements instead, that is, we temporarily
ignore the frequent elements. We bound the number q of pairs of sets having non-empty 2intersections (which are not necessarily distinct) of rare elements.
 Let v be any rare element,
with frequency f = f (v). Then, obviously, v is contained in f2 such pairs. Thus we simply

P
r
have q ≤ v f (v)
2 , where the sum is taken over all rare elements v. In summary, at most 2
different 2-intersections of frequent elements exist, and at most q pairs of sets may also have
rare elements in their intersections. It
that at most 2r +q different 2-intersections exist.
Pfollows
∞
2α
For any fixed α > 1/2, the sum j=1 1/j converges; specifically:

∞ 
∞
X
τ n/j α
τ 2 n2 X
q<
<
1/j 2α
2
2
j=r+1

τ 2 n2
<
2

j=r+1

Z

∞

r

dx
τ2
=
· n2 .
x2α
(4α − 2)r2α−1

Since α and τ are fixed, we see that q/n2 depends on r only, and becomes arbitrarily small
as r grows. Since we have at most 2r + q different 2-intersections, we choose r = ρ log2 n for
some factor ρ < 2 and obtain
2r + q < n ρ +

τ2
n2
.
·
(4α − 2)ρ2α−1 (log2 n)2α−1


P
This yields the first assertion. As for the time bound, recall that q ≤ v f (v)
2 , the total
number of occurrences of rare elements in pairs of sets. We can simply collect them in O(q)
time, to obtain the 2-intersections restricted to the rare elements. It remains to pair them
up with the 2-intersections of the frequent elements, solely determined by the modules the
affected input sets belong to. (We omit some straightforward details.) For simplicity we may
use trivial enumeration of them in O(r4r ) time and choose some ρ < 1, such that the term
4r = 4ρ log2 n = n2ρ remains below the desired bound.
Consider input sets of roughly equal sizes `. (This is not a severe restriction in the summarization application, where the sentences have a typical maximum length `, and shorter sentences can be padded.) Compared to a naive O(`n2 ) time enumeration of the 2-intersections
we save some Θ(`(log n)2α−1 ) factor, which makes already a difference. Note that ` does not
appear in the time bound in Theorem 12.

5

Enumerating Pairwise Intersections through a Coloring

In this section we consider set families where the n input sets have maximum size `, but the
ground set can be larger.
We will use a coloring of the 2-section graph, not necessarily an optimal one. (Graph
coloring is an NP-hard problem.) Instead we take a greedy coloring obtained as follows. Index
the colors by integers 1, 2, 3, . . ., sort the elements by increasing frequencies (in O(`n) time
using Bucketsort), and give every element the first available color. Let c denote the number of
colors used. The greedy coloring can be obtained as follows. Imagine a table whose rows and
columns correspond to the input sets and colors, respectively. Initially it is empty. For every
element v we search, in the rows of all input sets V 3 v, for the first column where all places
in these rows are still free, and we fill these entries with the symbol v. There exist O(`n) pairs
(v, V ) of elements v and input sets V 3 v and c colors, hence this needs only O(c`n) time.
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Trivially, we have c ≥ `. But in set families of the rare words in texts we can expect that
the greedy chromatic number c does not exceed ` much. Roughly speaking, rare words are
spread over the different texts in a quasi random fashion, such that the table will be filled up
quite well from left to right by the greedy procedure.
Besides c we use a second input parameter of the set family that appears to be small in
text data: Recall that g denotes the maximum number of input sets that share two elements.
Equivalently, this is the maximum frequency of pairs of elements, or the largest 2-intersection
in the dual set family. Clearly, g is bounded by the maximum frequency f , but can be much
smaller.
Theorem 13. Given a c-coloring of the 2-section graph of family of input sets, the number of
2-intersections of size at least 2 is O(gc2 n), and we can enumerate them in O(gc2 n) time.
Proof. Let I denote the set of rows in the aforementioned table, thus we have one row for each
input set, and |I| = n. In any fixed column (color), the sets of entries containing the same
symbol v, plus the set of entries remaining empty, naturally form a partitioning of I. Now we
take each of the O(c2 ) pairs of colors and compute in O(n) time the intersection π of their
two partitionings; details are straightforward. The sets in π are exactly the row sets of those
input sets containing any specific pair of elements, of the two considered colors. Trivially, the
sum of sizes of all these row sets is O(c2 n). Since each of them comprises at most g rows, the
sum of squares of their sizes is O(gc2 n), as can be seen by convexity of the square function
or by a simple counting argument. In other words, we have found all quadruples (u, v, U, V )
with u, v ∈ U ∩ V , and their number is O(gc2 n). In order to construct the 2-intersections, it
remains to put together these quadruples in an obvious way.
If c remains close to ` (see above), the time bound becomes O(g`2 n), as opposed to the
naive O(`n2 ) bound.
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